
Baldwinsville reviewing

attended
overview,
adapting
parts of
modules

thinking of
adopting, in
discussion

reviewing
texts 8-12

not
administering

referring to
parts of
modules to use
within current
structure

coming to
overview no action

parent option to sit for
both, using new test for
APPR

Cazenovia not doing referring not doing referring
not
administering not doing not doing referring administering both

Chittenango
not doing but
look and learn

look and
learn not doing not doing

not
administering

crosswalk to
determine gaps
with TURC not doing no action administering both

Cincinnatus

reviewing,
unpacking,
adapting

reviewing,
unpacking,
adapting

7/8 reviewing
and adapting referring

not
administering

reviewing,
unpacking,
adapting

7/8 reviewing
and adapting referring administering both

Cortland skills strand adopted

6-adopted 7
and 8 are
reviewing

not
administering adopted

6-adopted with
Glencoe, 7-8
adopted,
Glencoe with
advanced,
using Module 1
adapted

A1 referring
Other math
courses
aligning adminstering both

DeRuyter not doing

between
adpating and
adopting

reviewing,
will be
adapting reviewing

not
administering

between
adapting and
adopting,
mosltly adapt

between
adapting and
adopting,
mostly adapting administering new test

ESM
not doing but
look and learn

look and
learn not doing not doing

not
administering

crosswalk to
determine gaps
with TURC not doing no action administering both

Fabius-Pompey referring referring referring ? ? referring referring ? ?

FM
not using,
referring,

not using,
referring,

not using,
referring,

not using,
referring,

Not
administering not using not using not using administering new test

Homer
adapting both
strands adapting adapting

9-10
adapting

not
administering adapting adapting A1 adapting administering both

JD
not using,
referring,

not using,
referring,

not using
refferring

not using,
referring,

not
administering adopting adopting A1 modules undecided

LaFayette not using

3-6 reviewing
with
possibility of
adopting or
adapting

between
referring and
adapting 7-8

referring and
reviewing

admin istering
new test to
AP not using

6-not using, 7-8
adapting,
adopting

A1 adapting,
adopting administering both

Liverpool
referring, some
adapting

referring,
some
adapting referring

referring and
adpating

administering
both

referring, My
Math referring A1 adapting administering both

Lyncourt referring referring referring NA NA referring referring NA administering both

Marathon adopting adopting
6-adopting,
7-8 adapting

reveiwing
and referring

not
administering
new test

1 and 2
adopting,
others adapting

6-adapting, 7-8
adopting
through module
1 A1 adopting administering both

Marcellus not using
piloting and
reviewing

piloting and
reviewing not using undecided

piloting in RtI,
using MY Math

6 - planning to
pilot, 7 -
referencing, 8 -
referencing A1 adopting undecided

District ELA K-2 ELA 3-5 ELA 6-8 ELA 9-12 ELA 11 test Math K-5 Math 6-8 Math 9-12 A1 test



McGraw

North Syracuse not using referring referring not using

not
administering
new test

piloting, My
Math and Math
expressions referring referring administering both

Onondaga not using referring
referring and
adapting

referring and
adapting

administering
old test

K-2 adapting, 3-
5 adapting

6-Glencoe, 7-8
adapting adapting

adminstering both,
higher score

OCM BOCES

Solvay ignoring :-)
limited
adapting

limited
adapting

limited
adapting

administering
old test

referring, My
Math referring A1 adapting undecided

Tully not using

reviewing and
some
adapting

reviewing
and some
adapting

reviewing
and some
adapting undecided My Math

6-Glencoe, 7-8
not using not using

thinking of
administering both and
taking higher score

West Genesee not using not using not using

9-adapting,
10-12 not
using

not
administering
new test

referring,
piloting,
Investigations

adapting and
checking
Connected
Math

A1 adapting,
A2
adapting/checking

administering new test
to new students, old
test to old students

Westhill reviewing reviewing reviewing adapting
adminsitering
old test reviewing reviewing

A1 adapting,
other
reviewing undecided

Diocese not using
reviewing and
adapting

reviewing
and adapting referring

administering
old test

reviewing and
adapting

reviewing and
adapting

A1 reviewing
and adapting administering both

District ELA K-2 ELA 3-5 ELA 6-8 ELA 9-12 ELA 11 test Math K-5 Math 6-8 Math 9-12 A1 test


